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Warning signs

Speed Wins

To compete, businesses 
have to become faster 
and more agile.

• 900% increase in ERM functions, 2005 - 2015Enterprise Risk 

Management

• 22% more time needed, 2010 to 2015.Purchase 

decisions

• 2010: 42 days

• 2015: 63 days

New hires

• 2010: 8.5 months

• 2015: 10 months

IT project 

delivery

Speed Losses

Source: “The Hard Evidence: Business Is Slowing Down,” Tom Monahan, Fortune, 1/28/2016
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Good advice about risk
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Ready, Fire, 
Aim

Sa
fe

ty

Ready, Aim, 
Fire

Ready, Aim, Aim, 
Aim, Aim, Aim …



Who played it safer?

• Always attacked

• Changed tactics frequently and 
unpredictably

• Offered a better deal to opponents’ 
citizens

• Encouraged diverse thinking in his empire

• Created the biggest empire in history out 
of nothing

• Relied on the walls surrounding his city

• Preserved his social standing

• Protected his wealth from his citizens

• Defeated by Genghis Khan twice

• Executed by Genghis Khan in disgrace
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Genghis Khan Kuchlug (Khan of the Naiman Confederation)



Who played it safer?

• Never had enough troops
• Avoided battle
• Nearly lost the war for the Union
• Removed from command
• Died in bed of a heart attack.
• Judged a failure by history

• Moved his troops fast
• Attacked with superior numbers … 

where he attacked
• Neutralized three Union armies with 

one smaller one.
• Killed by friendly fire
• Judged one of the Civil War’s greatest 

generals
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General George McClellan General Stonewall Jackson



Who played it safer?

• Executive focus: Financial results

• Symptom: Continued use of push-
rod engine technology for decades 
after it had become obsolete

• An unstoppable train wreck that 
took place at 2 mph over 30 years

• Executive focus: Build cars people 
want to buy

• Symptom: Perfected hybrid 
engines

• When Toyota started to play it safe 
it started to lose marketshare
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General Motors Toyota



How companies play it safe

• Analysis beyond the point of diminishing returns

• Security

• Waiting for someone else to take the risk

• Astrology

• S.M.A.R.T. goals

• Governance

• Doing what made them successful in the past
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Analysis paralysis
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Sa
fe

ty

Analysis Effort

Point of Diminishing 

Returns

“I trust my gut”

Informed decision-making “Wh … wh … wh … what if it 
d-d-doesn’t work out?”



Security
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Too much security gets in the way of the work.



Security (you know this one!)
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Password: 

H0w4m1$up

p0$3d2R3m

3mb3rThi$?

Sometimes, too much security reduces security.

Password: 

H0w4m1$up

p0$3d2R3m

3mb3rThi$?

Password standard: Long, with capital and lower-case letters, numbers, 
and punctuation marks



Waiting for someone else

“There must be a reason nobody has done this before.”

“We’re too late – someone else beat us to the punch.”
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One reason: They’re afraid of being wrong too.

Conclusion – never is the only right time to try 

something new.
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Astrology
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Waiting for a market analyst firm to validate the 
potential of a new marketplace or product.

Ignore the astrologers. Instead, rely on the Edison 
Ratio 1% inspiration

99% perspiration
• Great ideas are commonplace.

• Well-executed great ideas are rare.

• Well-executed great ideas followed 
by ongoing innovation? Priceless.



S.M.A.R.T. goals
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• Specific

• Measurable

• Actionable

• Relevant

• Time-bound

Important 
but not 
S.M.A.R.T.

S.M.A.R.T. goals 

are good goals.

They aren’t, 
however, complete.

Deciding against anything because it isn’t measureable is 

a mistake.

Most of what’s most important is hard to measure.



Governance
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Because nothing is so slow 
that a committee can’t 
make it even slower.



The biggest problem with governance
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Critics:

• Too much attention to special 

effects.

• Left out important parts of the 

book.

• Sam says “Oh, Frodo” way 

too many times.

• Frodo says “Oh, Sam,” 

waaay too many times.

• … Peter Jackson

Governance committees are critics, not creators. Their 

job is to prevent failure, not to foster success.

©2001, New Line Cinema

I love everything 

about this story!



What made you successful in the past
• IBM: In the 1980s, IBM’s success had come from controlling the architecture. It tried this strategy with the 

PC and lost the marketplace to “clones.”

• Apple: In the 1990s, Apple’s success had come from a highly loyal minority of computer users. Apple 
ignored them, instead creating the iPod, iTunes store, iPhone, and iPad.

• Amazon: Invented on-line bookselling, then added additional product categories, then entered third-party 
fulfillment, then re-invented the eBook, and now is competing in computer hosting (aka “The Cloud”).

Borders: Watched from the sidelines as the Internet happened, continuing to focus on retail stores.

Barnes and Noble: Watched from the sidelines for two years while Amazon created and captured the 
eBook marketplace.

• Newspaper industry: Ignored the Internet, failing to create Cars.com, Monster.com, and Craig’s List in 
spite of being perfectly positioned to do so.

• Monster.com: Failing to figure out how to compete with LinkedIn … right now.
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On the other hand …
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Failures

Successes

70 percent of everything new fails

• Big projects

• New product launches

• New business ventures

• Mergers and acquisitions

• Good batters swinging at pitches

• …



Where can you find safety?
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Speed and agility make you safer



Schwerpunkt – The power of focus
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Which wedge will make a deeper hole?
Why? Focus.



Poker-player thinking
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• Logic matters

• But so do judgment and the ability to 
read people

• And, one hand doesn’t tell the story:
• Don’t try to make everything on one hand

• Don’t worry about losing one hand

• Know when to raise, when to hold, and 
when to fold. But don’t sing that stinkin’ 
song!

You can’t be an enterprise that takes risks and be an enterprise that never fails.

Enterprises that never fail are enterprises that only try sure things.



Planning
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“Plan the work, work the plan.”
- Dr. Norman Vincent Peale

“The plan is useless, it’s the planning 
that’s important.”

- General Dwight D. Eisenhower
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OODA – Velocity-based strategic planning

Observe

Orient

Observe

Orient

Decide

Act

Observe

Orient
Never 
mind 

…

The competitor whose OODA 
loops are faster makes the 
slower side’s plans irrelevant.

It breaks the slower side’s loops, 
throwing it into chaos.

Time

Decide

Competitor #1

Competitor #2

. . .
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OODA-driven capability requirements

Observe

Orient

Decide

Act

Stage Required capabilities

• Accurate assessment of 
current abilities

• Broad knowledge-sharing

• Collaborative culture

• Community participation

• Social Media Analytics

• Market research

• Competitor tracking

• Technology tracking

Confidence
• Predictive analytics

• Decision-making discipline

• Culture of honest inquiry

• Customer engagement
• Data management
• Organizational listening

• Sales force
• Customer service

Underlying 
competencies

• Outstanding leadership

• Industry-leading staffing practices

• Knowledge management

Marketplace awareness

Sound business judgment

• Strong communication/ 
collaboration environment

• Engaged, committed 
workforce

• Effective project 
management

Disciplined execution
• Agile techniques

• PDCA or equivalent

• Well-constructed metrics

• Recognition of point of 
diminishing returns on 
additional analysis

• Willingness to commit in spite 
of imperfect information
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Distrust slows everything to a crawl
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Receive 
work

Next 
Process 

Step

The way it’s 
supposed to 

happen

Next 
Process 

Step

Next 
Process 

Step

Finished goods



Distrust slows everything to a crawl
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Receive 
Perceived 

Defect

Complain
Argue

Re-work

The way it happens 
with distrust



Where can you find safety?
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Speed and agility make you safer

Nothing can make you safe
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